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Year 12: Austrian Universities Some universities in Austria teach wholly in English. For further 

information go to https://studyinaustria.at/. IMC University of Applied Sciences (Krems) 

https://www.fh-krems.ac.at/en/ Export-Orientated Management, Informatics, International Wine 

Business, Tourism and Leisure Management ■ JAM Music Lab University (Vienna) 

https://www.jammusiclab.com Music, Music Education ■ Johannes Kepler University (Linz) 

https://www.jku.at/ Bioinformatics ■ MODUL (Vienna) https://www.modul.ac.at/ Event Management, 

Hotel Management, Tourism Management ■ Salzburg University of Applied Sciences https://www.fh-

salzburg.ac.at Innovation and Management in Tourism ■ University of Applied Sciences Upper Austria 

(Steyr and Wels) https://www.fh-ooe.at/en/ Electrical Engineering, Global Sales ■ University of 

Applied Arts (Vienna) https://www.dieangewandte.at Cross-Disciplinary Strategies ■ University of 

Vienna https://studienservice-lehrwesen.univie.ac.at/en English and American Studies (C1 proficiency 

in German, however, required for the entrance exam) ■ University of Applied Sciences Wiener Neustadt 

http://www.fhwn.ac.at/en/ Business Consultancy International ■ WU (Vienna) https://studyinaustria.at/ 

Business and Economics.  

 

Year 12: UK Universities UCAS for entry in 2020 is now open for applications. It is recommended 

that anyone who is considering applying to UK universities should register in Room 424. Applications 

cannot actually be sent to universities, however, until mid-September. There is therefore no rush.   

 

Year 12: Applying to US Colleges To support the websites detailed in Guidance Bulletin 66, the 

following three books are worth considering: Edward B. Fiske Fiske Guide to Colleges (a good balance 

of public and private institutions, geographical range and judicious subjectivity), Donald Asher Cool 

Colleges (for the particularly intelligent, self-directed, late achieving or different student) and Loren 

Pope Colleges That Change Lives (looking beyond Ivy League, national rankings and big names).  

 

Year 12: Notes from a visit to Maryland Institute College of Art (MD-USA) on 08-Apr-19 In 

keeping with the age of the institution, the stunning entrance hall of MICA is in the style of an Italian 

palazzo. MICA was the first institution to be set up in the USA dedicated primarily to art. While 

academic subjects form part of the curriculum, its primary focus is on art (seventy per cent); by contrast 

a typical liberal arts college which offers art is focused mainly on academic subjects (seventy per cent). 

Accommodation is provided. The locality around MICA is full of old houses and leafy streets. Students 

can take one module each semester in subjects other than art, for example Art History or Gender Studies, 

at colleges such as Johns Hopkins University, Goucher College, Loyola University Maryland and the 

University of Baltimore. MICA offers a Bachelor of Fine Art (BFA) as a dual programme incorporating 

art practice and teacher training. Alongside all the art courses is set rigorous academic work to foster 

critical thinking. The number of exchange programmes abroad is the largest of any US art institution. 

These can take students to the UK, Netherlands, Sweden or Australia. For future employment there is a 

jobs fair on campus, a jobs database and an extensive alumni network. A pre-college programme is 

offered for two, three or five weeks over the summer. For more details go to https://www.mica.edu/.  

 

Year 12: Notes from a visit to Johns Hopkins University (MD-USA) on 08-Apr-19 Johns Hopkins 

University was the first US research institution. It is a place of great diversity: in colour, in sports and 

in nationalities. Mental health is taken very seriously. Junior students have access to high achieving 

senior students as mentors over such details as timetabling and study skills. The counselling centre is 

particularly helpful. And in the library and the halls of residence there is always a place to talk with 

older students. Since they will be putting their all into them, students must be passionate about their 

subjects. For academic drive is the key. Yet they may not necessarily be focused on one area. Housing 

is guaranteed and, for the first two years, compulsory. Considerable freedom is allowed to develop a 

personal curriculum. While writing, social science, science and mathematics are compulsory elements, 

how these are fulfilled is flexible. Of some thirty thousand applicants each year, three thousand are 

admitted. Currently there is no one academic hub. Rather there are many different centres for the 

disparate social and academic commitments of the moment. Planning, however, is completed for the 

future Student Centre. Over fifty per cent of first year students receive financial aid. Graduates move 
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into a range of fields: ten per cent financial, six per cent healthcare, ten per cent business and seventeen 

per cent engineering and computing. It is important to remember that career is a process that really only 

starts as an undergraduate. Which means students should be inquisitive. No longer do graduates head to 

one job in one career. That is definitely not how life works now. Instead students should prepare for and 

be ready to embrace emerging fields. For the job market is necessarily changing rapidly. The student 

panel was extraordinarily articulate and mature. Each member of the panel was involved with sports, 

research, orienteering and even teaching pupils at a secondary school. A virtual tour of the campus can 

be found at https://apply.jhu.edu/campus-and-community/. For more details go to https://www.jhu.edu/. 

 

Year 12: Notes from a visit to McDaniel College (MD-USA) on 10-Apr-19 Founded in 1867, and 

situated on a hill overlooking Westminster, McDaniel College prides itself on being free from pretence. 

With just over 1,600 undergraduates, it has a low faculty to student ratio. While their focus is teaching, 

faculty members also write articles and books, their professional expertise often sought during 

consultancies. Students can craft their academic programme with considerable flexibility, whether to 

choose a double major, triple minor or any other possible permutation. Certainly at the close of a degree 

no one has an identical transcript. There is a partnership with Washington University in St Louis (MO) 

– one of the best engineering departments in the USA – for studying Physics towards a future in 

Engineering. To help with career development there is experiential learning for particular majors. 

Alongside are internships, research and study abroad at the McDaniel College campus in Budapest. A 

full undergraduate degree in arts (but not science) can even be completed just at the Budapest campus. 

The Centre for Experience and Opportunity (CEO) gives interview practice, fosters interaction with 

alumni and helps guide students through their academic journey. All this support constitutes the 

McDaniel College Commitment. For more details go to https://www.mcdaniel.edu/.  

 

Year 12: Notes from a visit to Stevenson University (MD-USA) on 09-Apr-19 Of the 3,000 

undergraduates, 2,000 live in residences on campus. This, combined with an average class size of 

seventeen, makes for a supportive community. Over forty per cent of the students are from an ethnic or 

racial minority, so diversity is particularly strong. Stevenson University is renowned for its career 

development. All majors afford opportunities for internships and research. To underline the academic 

breadth, there are schools of humanities and social sciences, nursing, business, sciences, design and 

education. A rolling admissions process through the Common Application allows students to apply up 

to 01-Mar. To support an application, SAT or ACT are needed. Decisions are made over admittance 

within three weeks. For a Presidential Fellowship with full tuition fees covered the deadline is 01-Nov. 

Each year up to 250 candidates aim for the maximum of fifteen such awards. The honours courses are 

not designed to be harder, but rather to look more deeply at the material, to explore intellectually and to 

engage still further in individual study. Participation is encouraged with guest speakers – Mr Cameron, 

the former Prime Minister who initiated the current political crisis in the UK, was recently on the podium 

– and panel discussions. Study abroad is offered across the world, from the UK and Spain to Greece and 

South Africa. New sports facilities – Stevenson University is in NCAA Division III – are being 

developed on the adjacent Rosewood location. For more details go to https://www.stevenson.edu/.  

 

Years 11 and 12: Psychometrics Cambridge Occupational Analysts offer Centigrade, which accesses 

all UK universities, EU universities teaching in English and Canadian universities. By responding to 

personal preferences, feedback is provided on possible degree courses that might be of interest. Costing 

just £15, registering is simple at https://app.centigradeonline.co.uk/#/register. Through a series of 

questions, which can be answered at home, Morrisby assesses individual strengths and weakness for 

career choice. For £84 (+VAT) an online pass can be bought. This includes a thirty-minute telephone 

interview afterwards with an adviser. To register for Morrisby go to https://www.morrisby.com/pass.  

 

Years 11 and 12: Architecture Architecture de l’infini, a film by Christoph Schaub now showing in 

Geneva, explores the relationship between light, art and human sensibility. For anyone interested in how 

buildings try to express the notion of transcendence, this is an elegant and beautiful introduction, attuned 

to human frailty and passing. For a trailer go to http://architekturderunendlichkeit.ch/fr/.  

 

M.D. Grant, Guidance Counsellor, Campus des Nations mark.grant@ecolint.ch  
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